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For Office Use Only
 Vital Signs: BP ____________________
  Pulse __________________
  Temp __________________
  Resp __________________
  Height _________________
  Weight ________________
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MZD
   Please indicate for each of these questions which answer best describes how you have been feeling
   recently.

1. I feel downhearted and sad

2. Morning is when I feel best

3. I have crying spells or feel like it

4. I have trouble getting to sleep at night

5. I feel that nobody cares

6. I eat as much as I used to

7. I still enjoy sex

8. I notice I am losing weight

9. I have trouble with constipation

10. My heart beats faster than usual

11. I get tired for no reason

12. My mind is as clear as it used to be

13. I tend to wake up too early

14. I find it easy to do the things I used to

15. I am restless and can’t keep still

16. I feel hopeful about the future

17. I am more irritable than usual

18. I find it easy to make a decision

19. I feel quite guilty

20. I feel that I am useful and needed

21.  My life is pretty full

22. I feel that others would be better off if
       I were dead

23. I am still able to enjoy the things I 
       used to

Rarely or
none of the

time
(less than 1

day per week)

Some or little
of the time

(1-2 days per
week)

A moderate
amount of

time
(3-4 days per

week)

Most of the
time

(5-7 days per
week)
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IEQ

When injuries happen, they can have profound effects on our lives.  This scale was designed to assess 
how your injury has affected your life.

Listed below are twelve statements describing different thoughts and feelings that you may
experience when you think about your injury. Using the following scale, please indicate how
frequently you experience these thoughts and feelings when you think about your injury.

0 - never  1 - rarely 2 - sometimes 3 - often 4 - all the time
 

1.    _____  Most people don’t understand how severe my condition is.

2.   _____  My life will never be the same.

3.   _____  I am suffering because of someone else’s negligence.

4.   _____  No one should have to live this way.

5.   _____  I just want to have my life back.

6.   _____  I feel that this has affected me in a permanent way.

7.   _____  It all seems so unfair.

8.   _____  I worry that my condition is not being taken seriously.

9.   _____  Nothing will ever make up for all that I have gone through.

10. _____    I feel as if I have been robbed of something very precious.

11.  _____ I am troubled by fears that I may never achieve my dreams.

12. _____  I can’t believe this has happened to me.

   
      _____ Total 
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